Unfortunately there is a strike in southern Sweden right now among personnel working with train
transportation. This means that the trains called “Öresundståg” are all cancelled. This will
potentially disturb the plans for your travels to Sweden.
We do not know how long the strike will last but at present the following travel information is
valid. Thus, you should print both previous travel information which is valid if the strike ends, and
the present one as a complement if the strike is still ongoing.
When landing at Copenhagen airport you have to take buses instead. The buses will take you to
Malmö Hyllie, where you change to trains that will take you to Landskrona, for further transportation
to Ven.
In more detail: The buses are run by the Danish State Railway, DSB, and leave Copenhagen airport
with destination Malmö Hyllie each hour on Sunday at X.06, X.26, and X.46. You can buy tickets in the
Skånetrafiken ticket machines that were described in previous mail. Buy your ticket from
Copenhagen airport directly to Landskrona train station. The bus will take you to Malmö Hyllie,
where you change from bus to train. Every hour at 5 minutes past (9.05, 10.05, 11.05, 12.05, 13.05,
14.05, …) there will be a train called Pågatåg (see figure) that will leave Malmö Hyllie with direction
Ängelholm. You depart the train at Landskrona train station, and continue the journey by the local
bus as described in previous information.

Regarding the ferry trips to Ven on Sunday from early morning to the trip at 20.15 there is a bus
taking you to the conference center Backafallsbyn. However, if you miss the 20.15 ferry and take the
last ferry at 21.30 instead, there is no bus associated with that ferry. Thus if you take that ferry call
Per‐Erik (+46705160717) or Minna (+46708194327) and we will arrange a special taxi for you.
Remember that both the ferry trip to and from Ven, as well as the transportation from the ferry to
the conference center on arrival day, and from the conference center to the ferry at the departure
day is included in the conference fee that you have already paid.

